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LOCKHEED MARTIN GRAVITY SYSTEMS
Cutting-Edge Resource and Exploration Technologies

LOCKHEED MARTIN GRAVITY SYSTEMS
Centuries after Sir Isaac Newton described the principle
of gravity, Lockheed Martin’s Gravity Systems business
is leveraging his findings to create new military and
commercial products.
The technology builds upon the fact that gravity varies over the
earth’s surface due to changes in rock density, voids, and other naturallyoccurring phenomenon. Lockheed Martin’s gravity gradiometers are
used to measure this gravity variation and application of this
information provides insight into the characteristics and makeup of
underground and undersea geologic structures. This information is used
for a variety of applications, including natural resource exploration,
navigation, and underground detection and can be deployed on moving
vehicles, including ships, submarines and aircraft.

Gravity Gradiometer
Advantages:
High Spatial Resolution
8 Detailed Imagery
8 Land, Marine, Submarine,
and Airborne Platforms
8 Airborne Surveys: Fast and
Unobtrusive
8 Hydrocarbon Reservoir
Monitoring Capability
8 Robust Tunnel Detection
Capability
8 Proven Technology in Multiple
Deployments

without exposure – and also provides
real-time information to aid in collision avoidance.

Proven
Performance

For more than a decade, the Lockheed Martin Gravity Systems
team has provided the world’s only
moving-base gravity gradiometer

For more than a decade, the Gravity Systems team has provided
the world’s only moving-base gravity gradiometer capabilities.
8Gravity gradiometry is a proven
capability for many applications.

Commercial and Military Applications
Today, gravity technology is being
applied to the exploration and monitoring of natural resources such as
hydrocarbon deposits and minerals.
Gravity gradient data can be analyzed to determine the presence and
extent of these resources. Coupled
with conventional seismic and
magnetic data, gravity technology
adds a major discriminator to the
exploration of these precious materials. Eleven of these systems are

currently used by commercial firms
searching the earth for hydrocarbons and minerals. Base metals and
diamonds (found in kimberlite structures) are a common target, along
with salt domes and reefs that often
trap or border hydrocarbon deposits.
For military applications, Lockheed
Martin has designed systems that
can locate and identify underground
targets by spotting gravity-based
effects from an airborne platform.

capabilities, with a focus on the
commercial hydrocarbon natural
resource exploration and underground detection. The team continues to build on a track record of
proven performance and innovation – applying engineering and
systems integration excellence
for gravity systems in commercial
and military markets.

These systems can detect, classify, and
characterize subterranean threats such
as tunnels, bunkers and caches. This
capability helps prevent both underground infiltration of secure perimeters
and tactical underground operations,
keeping our military’s assets and troops
protected. Other applications include
gravity gradient mapping for passive
submarine navigation and terrain estimation. This allows submerged vessels
to navigate passively from port to port –

8Advanced sensors and systems are
under development and continue to be
deployed worldwide.
8Continue to address both commercial
and government customer exploration
needs.

Current and Potential Applications

Mineral and hydrocarbon exploration

Aquifer detection

Geothermal Exploration

Underwater navigation and collision
avoidance

Terrain estimation

Underground tunnel and void detection

